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This period of creative rebirth and expansion across the modern world 
over the past handful of years has allowed a groundswell of talented 

individuals to unify under the banner of the creative industry. Right brained 
society is waning as robots take over the tasks populated by so many 
in our industrial culture. Calculations have been replaced by design 
briefs, data entry by social interaction. This shift has been the catalyst of 
widespread acceptance of the importance of work Thomas A. Wilson and 
his colleagues produce. 

A Virginia-grown country boy with a well-traveled set of parents, Thomas 
was exposed early on to many facets of culture that helped shape his view 
of the world. These experiences have helped to hone his photographic 
vision, providing commercial and editorial imagery to clients in the 
corporate and consumer realms from a unique perspective. His creative 
journey began in 2006; desperate to find a way to stay involved in his first 
love of football, but no longer interested in participating as an athlete after 
his first college season came to a close, he picked up a camera and knew 
he’d found his calling.

Thomas began his professional career as a photojournalist for the 
Virginian Pilot & its subsidiaries, as well as multimedia / sports editor 
of the Spartan Echo newspaper at Norfolk State University in Norfolk, 
Virginia. He holds a bachelor of science in mass communications with an 
emphasis in broadcasting earned in 2008, as well as a master of arts in 
media management he received in 2010. Thomas served as graduate 
assistant professor of digital photography and a Canon camera repair 
technician during his studies.

As both a child of the technological age and a self-proclaimed geek, 
Thomas is always seeking out ways to further marry technical expertise 
with his vibrant yet minimalist style. Significant projects range from exhibit 
and commercial imagery for Mitsubishi, the Microsoft Store and other 
large corporate clientele to small scale branding campaigns and editorial 
spreads for Atlanta boutique epitome and Vibe magazine.

In addition to commissioned works, Thomas is a former craft beer 
and food blogger. The Hypebeerst series spanned various topics in the 
beer community with accompanying product reviews, enticing product 
photography and a recently initiated video web series. On the culinary side 
of things, Thomas was the Senior Production Editor for You Gotta Eat This!, 
the brainchild of rap legend Bun B and The Combat Jack Show co-host 
& Tastemaker Premium Pete. YGET is a web and social media portal for 
foodies to get their fix of recipes, restaurant reviews and general food info.

There’s tons more to discuss about what he’s up to now, but we’ll keep it 
for a consultation!

Contact Information

website:   www.thomasawilson.co

email: contact@thomasawilson.co

phone:                (832) 356-8314

instagram:    @ThomasAWilson.co

twitter:               @ThomasWilson2

http://www.thomasawilson.com
mailto:thomas%40thomasawilson.com?subject=
http://www.twitter.com/ThoamsWilson2
http://www.twitter.com/ThoamsWilson2
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Artist Statement:

”Art is an extension of my personal connection to 
the human experience. While many feel what we 
do as a job is simply a means to an end, even in 

client commissioned work, my goal is to create 
these final products by relating them to my 

experience. My triumphs, failures and 
musings all bleed into my creative 

vision, allowing me to create a vivid 
and lasting impression on my works, 
audiences and clients.”

      - Thomas A. Wilson



Packaging Design



Core Can Relaunch
Having a product that communicates your brand’s tone and creates a sense of consistency is insanely important. If you don’t define 

your tone, it can be easy to lose consistency in your messaging and communication as your company grows. This unified lineup was 

created to introduce some new products to the company’s portfolio while strengthening weaker designs from years past.

The brewery is growing and making tons of changes, but the products on the shelf didn’t reflect those changes. The old designs 

used stale and muted colors, making products fade into the shelves instead of standing out! No wonder sales were tapering off, 

even as draft sales were skyrocketing. The brands were just considered undesirable from an aesthetics standpoint and some even 

had stigmas left over from the hiccups in QC that occur when you’re first lauching canned products into market early on in your 

company history.



Bombers aren’t DEAD!
There are plenty of reasons why the bomber is still a format of choice for breweries everywhere: higher ABV products with more 

expensive ingredients can be split up to sell to MORE people, responsible producers can “limit” overconsumption, and have a more 

“luxe” appearance which leads to higher markup (and profit)! Have you outgrown your original home-brewed identity or don’t 

have one to begin with? Are you making more diverse (or more drilled down) beer styles? Are you expanding into new markets and 

facing tougher, more-established competition? All reasons to create a tight and memorable brand that stands out on the shelves.

Great branding and packaging can directly 

influence what you pick up, and what you 

bring home. People are visual creatures 

and whether we like it or not, we make gut 

decisions based on surface level stuff—like 

branding. If your identity and/or packaging

is poorly executed, it reflects poorly on you, 

and likely won’t sell as well on shelves.

The best part about a true creative process, not giving work to your niece or nephew that 

takes design at the local community college, is the development of cohesive options. By 

identifying the demo, voice, tone, and story behind the art, you can ensure lasting sell-

through that can be applied to future products.

"Sangre is a brew best served cold" 
- Old Texan proverb.

Sangre is Bu�Brew at
its most…  delicious.

Utilizing a secret 
�ve-point-palm-exploding-fruit 
technique, this citrus kissed killer 
spills tart, juicy blood orange.  
Subtle orange peel deftly slices 
through this saison with the 
perfect precision and balance
of a Hanzo.  

Sangre is as delicious as 
it is deadly.

SANGRE

SANGRE

9.0

PINEAPPEL!
Pineappel!
Pineappel!

PINEAPPEL!
Pineappel!
Pineappel!



Visual Portfolio
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Visual Identity Refresh
Expotechnik America had reached a point where they felt they were misrepresented and needed a strong boost in 

the public eye. ET had a list of objectives they wanted to achieve with this undertaking: to introduce Technik Agency, 

their new brand extension, and to battle the common perceptions held by their target market.

It was vital for these images to showcase every subject in a positive, fresh and 

happy light so that the “staunch and rigid” identity that has been in place 

could be broken down. Official booth images captured the presentation with 

both headshots and personality shots included as well as the general aura of 

the completed booth.



After the main portraits were captured, some office and warehouse images 

of employees in action were scheduled to give potential clients an idea of 

what goes on throughout the process of their booking; from idea stage into 

design and finally fabrication.

The exhibit itself featured the images captured 

in a video marketing presentation looped 

thoughout the show’s length.



Architectural Exhibit Images
Many companies have secured exhibit photography for some of the biggest shows in the industry. Allow this to be a friendly 

reminder to you, the trusted consultant to your clients’ marketing endeavors, to remember such details by preserving the essence of 

your team’s dedication and design execution by entrusting Thomas A. Wilson to capture your clients’ booth presence. 





Exhibit Installation Images
This image series walked the fine line of photojournalism and marketing, with subjects ranging from materials to 

technicians. Goldwind USA’s showing at Windpower in Atlanta was the location for shooting over two days. 





Retail Location Launch 
Footwear boutique epitome commissioned the creation of marketing collateral to introduce their retail location.  

Images ranged from product photography to capture of details in the retail space itself, all of which were compiled 

into both print and online documents circulated to their target market.

http://epitomeatl.com/blog/2012/3/9/epitome-x-ags-look-inside-fallwinter-1112-collection.html


With an established brand identity, incorporating pre existing structures and layouts 

was tantamount to successful collaboration. The boutique housed some interesting 

details which were the springboard for product images, seamlessly integrating the 

outside photographic influences into their brand identity.

DJ Martina McFlyy, epitome’s women’s fashion buyer, 

worked hand in hand with owner Aric Rosenberg and 

myself to complete this commission. 



Product Photography and Review
As a former craft beer blogger and Senior Production Editor for Complex Media network’s You Gotta Eat This!, I 

collected quite a bit of content. From recipes, photo galleries and top 5 lists, to chef interviews, food reviews and 

restaurant walkthroughs, I kept the copy and content coming fromm both myself and a staff of freelance writers.

http://www.yougottaeatthis.com/author/thomasawilson/



